New Horizon

Clay Paky’s
BY Julius Grafton

t first glance you’d think the sale of the
firm was the result of Paky falling ill but in
fact he had been planning to sell in 2015. Several
multinational firms made proposals, Osram had a
long relationship and he thought it had the closest
ethos. The sale was negotiated on the basis Clay Paky is a
profitable and successful firm.

A

Visiting the factory shows why. It was built to specification a
dozen years ago, and has ten thousand metres of floor space.
Italian architecture is individualistic, meaning no two places are
usually the same. The Clay Paky plant is specific
to their needs, and
highly efficient.
Goods move in, get
catalogued, stored,
and moved across
to assembly. Finished
goods move out the
other side.
Down the long
assembly floor are
carts each side

It’s been just a few months since Clay
Paky founder Pasquale ‘Paky’
Quadri passed away prematurely.
A week after German firm
Osram took over,
CX arrived at the
factory in Seriate
(near Bergamo, Italy)
as the signs were attached;
“An Osram Business”.

Pio Nahum, CEO
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German owners after founder passes
with product at various stages of assembly. They have
a short and medium term assembly schedule. Medium
term is the planned production based on forecasts,
to replenish stock available for sale. Short term is the
immediate order requirement, where, for example, if a
customer needs 48 Sharpy’s by Friday, the factory will
deliver if possible. This means shunting other product
aside, so the carts congregate.
Everywhere is the hand of Paky. The elegant L shaped
foyer, with large light boxes. ‘Light is truth. Light is magic.
Light is vision. Light defines space’, says a poster.
The secret Museum is revealed, set to open in February.
Not only are the first Clay Paky disco effects from 1978
on show, but also a Vari-Lite VL1 – the device that
started the moving lighting industry. Paky wanted the
museum to be ALL about lighting, not all about his firm.
A corridor of green mirrored glass reflects the disco era
of the 1980’s and 1990’s. Clay Paky started because
Paky was a musician – a bass player – and he was
disappointed with the state of lighting at the time.
Italy had a boom era of discotheques. By the early
1990’s they were everywhere, some very large. It fitted
with the gregarious outward Italian culture, to venture
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out at night. Eventually tastes changed, and the disco’s
started to close or morph into more exclusive clubs.
At that time Clay Paky sold a significant share of its
output into Italy. Today it sells just 3%, and exports 97%.
At the peak of disco, there were half a dozen large
Italian firms making lighting effects and scanners. Then
Paky invented the Golden Scan, and for the first time
DMX could control movement. The closed off world
of Vari-Lite, tightly controlled by patents, meant if you
wanted moving lights before 1988 you had to rent VariLite. You could not buy. The Golden Scan disrupted that.
By the mid 1990’s, Martin Professional had rolled out
the Mac 500 and Vari-Lite slapped them with a patent
infringement lawsuit. Altman, Morpheus and High End
Systems all felt the pain as a law firm from Dallas clocked
up the billing hours.
While Martin and others defended law suits and found
ways to market, Paky took an honourable stand and
said he would not make a moving head fixture while the
patents existed.
This led to bad times at Clay Paky, resulting in Paky
himself digging into his own pocket to fund the firm, until
at last he released the Stage Line Spot and things turned
around.
Clay Paky boosted its research and development
efforts, and invented the Sharpy. This was the single most
successful automated light ever launched, offering a
near laser tight beam from a 189 watt Philips discharge
lamp. It was small, fast, and designers everywhere have
embraced it over the past three years.
Just eight months later Chinese firms copied it.
Clay Paky took many of them to court but with no real
result.
Then Paky became ill.
New CEO and long time Clay Paky executive Pio
Nahum takes up the story, and filled us in on where the
firm has been, and where it will go.

ON THE SALE TO OSRAM:
Paky had planned to sell his company since years;
we knew that this was going to happen.
Different players came to see Paky and for a few
years he always told everyone “no; I am not ready to
sell but I am listening”. He had in mind the deadline
2015. For instance Harman came to see us, but it was
too early. Later on, the fact that he was so sick gave
an acceleration to the process.

When the time came, we didn’t negotiate in
parallel; he had a real preference for Osram. Paky
used to be a very sentimental person. He worked
with Osram for many years. Back at the time, the 150
Watt lamp for Mini Scan, the 150, was developed
specifically by Osram. They developed several lamps
for Clay Paky. He had a huge respect for them.
Paky was a very structured person, organised, and
he liked the German approach. He understood that
a marriage with Osram would be good for Clay Paky.
He saw the similarity between our way and the Osram
way. We have a lot of similarities. Clay Paky is well
structured and this is important; the fact that other
companies are not here anymore is good evidence.
With Osram it’s going to be right, we are through the
integration process and it is not really difficult. It’s only
a matter of time.

WHO ARE THE OTHER PLAYERS IN ITALY?
Saggiter, Lampo, many of the old disco Italian
lighting companies are gone. SGM has been taken
over. Coemar is struggling; other brands have lost
their prestige. DTS are doing well; it’s a respectable
company with a professional management. They
have a vision, one of the few that is still very good.
The changes that you see happing at Clay Paky
have happened elsewhere: Martin with Harman,
VariLite with Philips. It’s a sign that our industry
is maturing. In mature industries, mergers and
acquisitions are happening every day. The specific
weight of a company in the market is key.
A lot of resources are needed, a well structured R &
D department. The Solid State Lighting (SSL) has made
a revolution. This is a huge change in technology and
a dramatic change in manufacturing competences.

WHERE CLAY PAKY SIT IN THE MARKET
Continuous, real innovation is what make Clay Paky
unique. Now we have the Mythos. The Sharpy was
copied after 8 months, B-EYE after one year, as it
is more complex. We are increasing complexity.
The more complex your product, the more easy it
is to defend yourself. Innovation is not just having a
new brilliant idea as this can’t be planned whilst we
need to be in control of our future. Innovation is also
planning the gradual development of your product
range, with the use of new technology solutions.
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Power Tools

™

for Live Sound!
...power tools for power playersSM

For Paky it was very important to have the Italian
flag on his products and be in control of production.
He never wanted to move production to China. The
difference in cost between Italy and China is not
that huge for high end product; the main part of the
cost is due to the components. But selling in Asia
has become increasingly difficult to us. In China
nearly impossible, due to import barriers. We have
to find a solution.

WILL CLAY PAKY SELL CHINESE MADE GOODS?
I cannot tell you that this will not happen. We are
considering doing this but mainly for the Asian
market that has a high potential. But, if we’ll ever
do it, we want to have full control. Guards with
machine guns on the doors. It’s a major problem
protecting our intellectual property. We have won
nearly thirty legal actions in China, 27 against
Sharpy copy-makers. The cost is high, but winning is
possible.
We were convinced by doing this we could get
some benefit, we won the cases but we could not
stop the avalanche of copy makers. They close
down, and open up next door. So at the end we
decided to stop this strong campaign.
The only solution is to run, run, run. Create a gap
between us and the competitors. Make copying our
product more and more difficult and be quick to
market.
Our patents are very strong, even in China. There
are no other concerns.
We like competition as far as it is fair. The market
today is as competitive as it used to be but the
players are different. In the 90’s, it was Coemar and
High End Systems, in 2000 it was Martin and High
End, today it’s Robe and the Chinese. The market
is still there. But Chinese companies are unfair
competitors.

SUCCESS FORMULA
For us distribution is the key – we are very loyal
with our distributors. In Australia we always
had Emmanuel (Ziino, Show Technology) as
our preferred partner. Partners are essential for
providing local support and service to customers.
We sell capital goods that a rental company uses
for creating revenues and it needs to make return
on the investment. The Chinese have a different
approach. Their products are consumables.

JDI Duplex™ stereo direct box
“The Swiss Army Knife DI”
Hit it hard and the JDI Duplex smoothes
out the digital edge to deliver a smooth
natural tone. Ideal for digital piano, drum
machines and just about anything else
you can toss at it.
JDX™ amp & cabinet DI
“Perfect guitar tone every night”
The JDX Reactor captures the signal from
the head and the back impulse from the
cabinet for consistent guitar tone night
after night. The perfect solution for in-ear
monitors!
Phazer Phase Adjustment Tool
Time align two signals for fat rich tones!
The Radial Phazer™ is a line level phase
alignment tool that lets you bring two
sound sources together so that the
fundamentals play in sync. The Phazer is
designed from the ground up for optimum
sound quality .
SGI™ studio guitar interface
"Happy Artist = Happy Crew"
The Radial SGI studio guitar interface allows a
guitar signal to travel 100 meters (328 feet)
over a standard balanced XLR mic cable. On
large stages, the SGI allows a guitar signal to
travel from the wireless system to a pedal
board and amplifier.
J+4™ balanced line driver
“Like power steering on your car”
The Radial J+4 takes consumer level devices
and kicks out enough gain to drive your
power amp into clipping. Clean, transformer
isolated circuit with 100dB of dynamic range.

SW8 8-channel Auto-Switcher
For when the show must go on !
The Radial SW8 auto-switcher provides
redundant backup by automatically
switching between two 8-channel sources
such as a pair of digital recorders. Designed
primarily for live concerts and stage shows
where backing tracks are used for orchestration, backing chorals and sound effects.

www.radial-engineering.com.au
Proudly Distributed in Australia by Amber Technnology
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Growth is important for us. Our business is in the high
end segment, we serve the important productions. But
we could try to enter the other sectors.
Sometimes we over-engineer, we are rich of
features – take a 1,500 watt spotlight (Alpha), with
plenty of gobos, plenty of colours. Sometimes in a
lower market segment an array of essential features
makes it easier to understand and use. It’s another
way to become more attractive in the lower market
segments. Nonetheless we have to preserve the value
of our brand – quality, reliability, customer support,
innovation.
The theatre market is another interesting opportunity.
They need more automated lights in theatre. Theatre is
the most intellectual and sophisticated segment where
high quality and complexity are appreciated. They like
to work with premium brands; they like added value.
In touring budget problems are becoming serious and
the competition is huge. Rental companies are fighting
against themselves to be more cost effective.
The decision process in theatres is longer but then the
choice is made more looking at features than budget.
In many regions there are important investments in
theatres and they are coming back elsewhere too.

WHAT DO OSRAM EXPECT?
Osram expect us to be their edge technology
company. We can help them to give better visibility to
the Osram brand. Clay Paky’s business is exciting for
them. We are the fashion part of the lighting industry.
Osram have looked at what happened with others
who made acquisitions and will try to do better.
Philips bought successful prestigious brands (Vari-Lite,
Selecon, Colour Kinetics). They did a lot of important
first steps, understanding for instance that LED would
be so important, buying Colour Kinetics with 800
patents. But not everything went right. Vari-Lite for us
is a legend. Philips never understood how they could
capitalise on the success of Vari-Lite.

The interview is over, Pio heads off to more appointments.
The factory hums until 12.30pm, and then shuts for lunch
until 2. In the European way, they work four hours in the
morning, and four hours in the afternoon.
Davide, the marketing production manager, takes me to
lunch. It is a very Italian end to an international story.
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